History of original corner establishment:

Corner originally set by Morris Wygant in 1908. He set post and scribed a hemlock and fir BT. L. Whitmore found corner in 1970 and scribed 2 new BTs.

Description of corner evidence found:

Found a hemlock stake (L. Whitmore, 1970)
Found a rotted square stake (not orig) from which

X at DBH scribed BT 12" above ground

An 8" hemlock brs. S68W 14.8 ft (Whitmore, 1970)
marked X at DBH and BT 12" above ground

A 30" hemlock stump brs. N83°E 19.8 ft
face rotted away but over growth visible

Description of monument and accessories I established to perpetuate the original location of this corner:

Set 2"x30" iron pipe with brass cap marked

T6S R9W

4 8 9

1970

920

Set stakes beside corner

Set steel fence post 2 ft east of corner with F.S. boundary signs and attention signs attached facing south. Painted BTs and attached BT tags.

Bark scribed Whitmores 2 BTs as follows:

7" fir scribed 4 S9 BT
8" hemlock scribed 4 S9 BT
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